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Aquatic Master Plan 
 
Need for an Aquatic Master Plan 
South Suburban Parks and Recreation retained Counsilman-Hunsaker for an aquatic master plan for the 
future of its existing outdoor swimming pools. South Suburban Parks and Recreation is comprised of six 
townships/cities in the state of Colorado: Town of Columbine Valley, the City of Littleton, the City of 
Sheridan, the Town of Bow Mar, Centennial (to Hwy 25), and the City of Lone Tree area.  

The South Suburban Parks and Recreation District (SSPRD) was formed in 1959 as a regional provider of 
parks and recreation services for more than 155,000 residents, encompassing over 42 square miles.  
SSPRD is a community-driven organization that provides both indoor and outdoor recreation amenities.  
Within this system of indoor and outdoor complexes, the district is currently operating four outdoor 
aquatic centers: Ben Franklin, Harlow, Holly, and Cook Creek.  An audit of Ben Franklin, Harlow, and 
Holly pools was completed in 2017 and identified numerous improvements needed to keep these 
facilities operational.  Due to the age of these facilities, it was recommended to consider replacement as 
opposed to repairing the aging infrastructure. 

The purpose of this aquatic master plan is to evaluate the potential use for the future of South Suburban 
Parks and Recreation’s pools. Specifically, the outdoor pools are facing functional and/or physical 
obsolescence. Pools are functionally obsolete when they no longer meet the needs of their intended 
swimmers and physically obsolete when the physical presence of the aquatic facility is aging, i.e., pumps 
that are reaching the end of their lifecycles, leaking pool shells, inadequate filtration, current swimming 
pool code violations, and outdated features. This evaluation considers several conditions: age, size, cost, 
demographics, community desire, other area aquatic providers, ability of the residents and even non-
residents to pay for participation, and ability for the facilities to recover operational costs on a year-to-
year basis. This study is written to understand these impacts in order to advise South Suburban Parks and 
Recreation as to how to proceed with options to stimulate activity, maintain a high profile for community 
amenities, and recover costs. 

Aquatic Trends 
As swimming facilities redesign themselves to attract the entire community of swimmers, features and 
trends emerge. These trends continue to evolve in the aquatic industry as community expectations 
regarding recreational aquatic experiences evolve, thus creating a greater demand for facilities capable 
of meeting the needs of the majority of residents that the facility is intended to serve. Addressing the 
needs of age groups—children, teens, adults, and seniors—who make up user groups, will dictate the 
scope of lessons, recreation, competition, fitness, and therapy that aquatic centers provide.  

Leisure pools invite recreation with wide, irregularly shaped expanses of shallow water, washing up to 
zero-entry beaches where users can sunbathe while their young children/grandchildren play in water 
levels in which they are most comfortable. There are participatory waterplay elements that turn water 
into a dynamic interactive playmate. Fountains, bubblers, geysers, raindrops, wet playgrounds, lily pad 
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walks, water cannons, and slides are just a few of the many relatively inexpensive options employed to 
develop the kind of recreational aquatic facility that is right for the community and its budget.  

Competitive and fitness swimmers are accommodated as well. While they may represent a smaller portion 
of the total user population, they are a loyal, supportive group—often the backbone of the aquatic 
community. They show up every day, rain or shine, and require a dedicated area for lap swimming and/or 
training and competition. The same is true with lesson users, a user group that represents the future of 
the facility. If children do not learn to be comfortable in an aquatic situation, they will not attend the 
facility for competition or recreation when they are older.  

Non-aquatic areas are equally important considerations in contemporary family aquatic centers. 
Spreading features out and creating more recreational options encourage people to stay longer, resulting 
in more concession expenditures and increased potential for admission revenues. Designs stretch the 
boundaries of the old swimming pools, pushing out the fences with wider deck spaces for more lounging 
opportunities and social interaction.  

Identifying the Best Approach 
Analyses of other area aquatic providers indicate numerous homeowner association pools, a YMCA, other 
nearby parks and recreation facilities, and four area high schools in the City of Littleton that provide indoor 
pools. Country clubs were not analyzed as they typically are not competitors for parks and recreation 
pools. The homeowner association pools were, for the most part, similar in size and scope and strictly for 
residents within the associations. To the south, Highlands Ranch Community Association provides four 
elaborate recreation centers with aquatics for their residents. Englewood Parks and Recreation’s Pirate’s 
Cove outdoor pool appears to be the biggest competitor to the South Suburban Parks and Recreation 
outdoor pools, as this waterpark provides all the modern amenities that communities are seeking in 
recreational and fitness aquatics.  

Cook Creek demonstrates the “future” of aquatics for South Suburban Parks and Recreation while 
Franklin, Harlow, and Holly were designed for a neighborhood with the influencing design characteristic 
centered on competitive swimming requirements.  There are two fundamental strategic decisions for the 
future of aquatic programming for the district; the first decision is to either support the neighborhood 
park approach, where there are several smaller facilities that serve individual neighborhoods, or develop 
a community aquatic center strategy, where a larger facility serves multiple neighborhoods, and the 
second decision is to determine what type of aquatic experience to provide (leisure, competitive, lesson, 
wellness).   

The key to a successful approach for any community is to make sure it meets the desires of the community.  
Each approach has its own pros and cons.  The traditional neighborhood approach allows users easier 
access and increases the likelihood of people walking or biking to the pool.  This is typically considered a 
higher level of service.  The downside is that the neighborhood approach requires additional staffing, 
which may increase the cost to operate the overall aquatic system.  The community approach helps 
improve sustainability of the overall aquatic system, but can limit the perceived level of service within the 
community.  Changing from a neighborhood delivery approach can be difficult.  Keeping the neighborhood 
approach causes the least amount of change and associated strains in the community, but it also offers 
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little opportunity for financial sustainability.  The question of “which approach is best for South Suburban” 
was brought to the community for input.  The results identified a strong desire to keep the neighborhood 
approach and incorporate more amenities for the local families and increase capacity to grow the lesson 
and team programs.   

Operations 
Interactive recreation-driven aquatic centers have become the norm since the 1980s and 1990s. Many of 
these municipal pools are bundled with indoor aquatic centers for year-round fitness and amusement. 
Facility designs are innovative, morphing into water wonderlands, taking their cues from indoor European 
public pools and outdoor Caribbean resort pools. Large free-form bodies of water sweep across the 
American landscape, and most without a spectacular view, creating art forms in themselves.  

Many municipalities are reluctant to look toward constructing a new pool facility as the old one costs “so 
much to operate.” With a high tax base, many residents feel that $3 for a day at the old pool is fair. But 
these older pools are no longer bringing in the swimmers. They often sit empty while families drive an 
hour or more to the regional new water park to find recreation value; and they don’t mind paying for it 
when they find it. Old pools do cost a lot to operate with their outdated pumps, cracked pool shells, and 
lack of amenities. Repair is often a band-aid fix, resulting in the return of a handful of swimmers with their 
buck-fifty. 

Many park and recreation departments create community pride by merging the best features of public 
pools and commercial water parks to offset escalating taxes coupled with a reduction in tax bases. They 
succeed in creating an adventurous ambience while segregating creative water play areas for various age 
groups. The safe and friendly municipal pools with plentiful shade areas invite residents to partake in zero-
depth entry pools, waterslides, and lazy rivers with island-style comfort and hospitality. Residents eagerly 
return year after year to slide down the thrilling new waterslide, climb the mammoth new water play 
structure, or try the challenge of “inland surfing” right in their community. These facilities are designed to 
accommodate today’s family desire of “staying together and playing together” ideal. 

With a new aquatic center, communities tend to see an improvement in the sustainability of their pools.  
This is due to a variety of factors that improve the day to day operations.  With new mechanical systems 
and the use of modern technologies, the new pools will operate more efficiently and will require less 
maintenance hours.  Additionally, with a new facility that offers new amenities, facilities tend to see a 
dramatic increase in usage for day passes and programs.  This, along with residents’ wiliness to pay higher 
fees, results in a significant increase in operating revenue.  By incorporating some of these opportunities 
into the future aquatic system, South Suburban can improve the sustainability of their pool system.   

Methodology 
The following methods were used to understand the community and determine options for the 
improvement of existing aquatic centers.  

1. Researched the needs of South Suburban Parks and Recreation through extensive discussions 
with staff as well as site visits. 
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2. Developed an opinion of potential user groups by assessing specific user group profiles and 
analyzing the target market area using demographic studies from census data.   

3. Observed and recorded similar aquatic centers within South Suburban Parks and Recreation to 
understand the programs, operations and fees of those facilities.  

4. Developed recommendations for upgrading some of the existing outdoor aquatic facilities and 
designed seasonal aquatic center concepts for existing recreation center support and stand-alone 
community aquatic programs. 

5. Developed construction and project costs based on local industry information. 

 
Recommendation 
Several development concepts, on which the aquatics system could be based, were devised for study.  
The intent of studying these concepts was to look at different ways of approaching the challenge of 
creating a district-wide system.   In determining an Aquatic Master Plan, the district looked at the needs 
of the local aquatics groups, neighborhoods and other service providers. Moreover, factors such as 
accessibility, affordability and sustainability were taken into consideration.  The consultant team 
prepared three different phases to address the future of aquatics in South Suburban.  Phase one 
addresses the immediate needs of aging outdoor pools.  Phase two includes highly requested items from 
the needs assessment that are not currently funded.  Phase three includes options for future 
enhancements to the aquatic system if money were to become available.   

Within Phase one, three different budget scenarios were created to maximize the investment of the 
SSPRD:  minimum, preferred, and expanded. All three options will completely demolish the current 
facilities and replace them with new construction of aquatic amenities, bath houses, mechanical rooms, 
exterior lighting, and other necessities.  The Minimum Option provides the base amenities and locations 
desired by the SSPRD residents, but is limited on improved recreation amenities and increased capacity.  
The Preferred Option is able to keep the current locations and programs, but also adds recreational 
benefits with waterslides and increased shallow areas.  The Expanded Option includes the base 
amenities from the preferred option, but also expands the lap pool to 8 lanes at Holly for additional 
capacity.   
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Phase 1 - Minimum  
 

• Harlow:  New 3-lane pool with waterslide and 
crossing activity, and a separate sprayground 
to replace Harlow.  Also includes new 
bathhouse, decking, overhead lights, fencing, 
and parking lot improvements. 

 

 

 

• Franklin:  New 6-lane lap pool with a diving 
board and rope swing, and kiddie pool to 
replace Franklin.  Existing sprayground would 
remain. Also includes new bathhouse, 
decking, overhead lights, fencing, and parking 
lot improvements. 

 

 

• Holly:  New 6-lane lap pool with a diving 
board and rope swing, and a small leisure 
pool to replace the current Holly pool.  Also 
includes new bathhouse, decking, overhead 
lights, fencing, and parking lot improvements. 
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Phase 1 - Preferred  
 

• Harlow:  New 3-lane pool with waterslide and 
crossing activity, and a separate sprayground 
to replace Harlow.  Also includes new 
bathhouse, decking, overhead lights, fencing, 
and parking lot improvements. 

 

 
 

• Franklin: New “L-shaped” 6-lane lap pool 
with expanded shallow end with a diving 
board and rope swing, a run-out waterslide, 
and kiddie pool to replace Franklin.  Existing 
sprayground would remain. Also includes 
new bathhouse, decking, overhead lights, 
fencing, and parking lot improvements. 

 

• Holly: New 6-lane lap pool with a diving 
board and rope swing, a run-out waterslide, 
and a small leisure pool to replace the 
current Holly pool.  Also includes new 
bathhouse, decking, overhead lights, fencing, 
and parking lot improvements. 
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Phase 1 – Expanded 
 

• Harlow:  New 3-lane pool with waterslide and 
crossing activity, and a separate sprayground 
to replace Harlow.  Also includes new 
bathhouse, decking, overhead lights, fencing, 
and parking lot improvements. 

 

 

• Franklin: New “L-shaped” 6-lane lap pool with 
expanded shallow end with a diving board and 
rope swing, a run-out waterslide, and kiddie 
pool to replace Franklin.  Existing sprayground 
would remain. Also includes new bathhouse, 
decking, overhead lights, fencing, and parking 
lot improvements. 

 

• Holly: New 8-lane lap pool with a diving board 
and rope swing, a run-out waterslide, and a 
small leisure pool to replace the current Holly 
pool.  Also includes new bathhouse, decking, 
overhead lights, fencing, and parking lot 
improvements. 
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Phase 2:  Unfunded / Future Considerations 
 

• Cook Creek: A renovation and expansion to add 
shade structures, night lighting, and a new 4-lane 
teaching and programming pool will help 
maximize the pools usage.   

 

 

 

 

• Aquatic Complex: New indoor pool at a district 
owned property within the central region to 
include a 25-yard by 25-meter main pool, separate 
therapy pool and a separate warm-water activity 
pool with waterslides and play amenities. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Ridge Gate East: New 25-yard by 25-meter 
competition pool for high school use, plus a 
separate warm-up / teaching pool. 
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Phase 3: Unfunded System Enhancements 
 

• Lone Tree Rec Center: Add a new multiuse outdoor 
recreation pool to the Lone Tree Rec Center site.  
Concept includes additional teaching lanes, deep 
water teen space, and shallow water kiddie area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Buck Recreation Center:  Renovate the current 
multiuse area within the Buck Rec Center to 
separate the lap lanes from the leisure water.  No 
change to the current therapy pool. 
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Needs Assessment 
Existing SSPRD Pools 
Internal analysis includes an assessment of the existing South Suburban Parks and Recreation swimming 
pool portfolio. This evaluation strives to determine features that might differentiate the park and 
recreation pools from competing offerings in the area. Such differentiation and analysis may be based 
upon feasibility of facilities and amenities, recreation enhancement, and special relationships. 

South Suburban Outdoor and Indoor Pools  | 2 Mile Radius 
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Holly Pool 
Location: 6651 S. Krameria Way  

Constructed in 1977 

Amenities 

• 6 25-meter lane, L-shaped pool  
• Tot pool  
• Plunge slide 
• Diving board 
• Concessions 

Strengths 

• Largest swim lesson program 
• Natural grass and shade areas 
• Strong neighborhood support 
• Central location 
• Well attended 
• Recently updated family restrooms and concessions 

Weaknesses 

• Proximity to houses creates noise concerns 
• Overall pool capacity; programs compete for space 
• Limited amenities 
• Significant mechanical issues 
• Parking 

Opportunities 

• Some space to grow with site reorganization 
• Ability to become centrally located community or regional aquatic complex 
• Potential for regional park with adjacent tennis courts 

Threats 

• Neighborhood concerns about increased attendance and traffic.  
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Ben Franklin Pool 
Location: 1600 E. Panama (E. Panama and Franklin) 

Constructed in 1964 
 
Amenities 

• 6 25-meter lane, L-shaped pool 
• Diving board 
• Plunge slide 
• Water slide 
• Tot pool 
• ADA accessible sprayground 
• Concessions 

Strengths 

• Strong neighborhood support 
• 3 schools within walking distance 
• Sprayground is popular 
• Central district location 
• Well attended 

Weaknesses 

• Age of mechanical, bathhouse, pool, and other items 
• Parking 
• Somewhat hidden location 
• No shallow/zero-depth access in main pool 
• Programs compete for space 

Opportunities 

• Potential to expand if school donated land 

Threats 

• One of the oldest pools in the district 
• Limited land for expansion 
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Harlow Pool 
Location:  5151 S. Lowell (W. Belleview and Lowell) 

Constructed in 1963 
 

Amenities 

• 6 25-meter lane, L-shaped pool 
• Tot pool 
• Plunge slide 
• Water slide 
• Diving board 

Strengths 

• Waterslide 
• Visible from road 
• Park setting 
• Serves diverse population 

Weaknesses 

• Age of bathhouse, mechanical, pool, and other items 
• Lowest attendance 
• Very low program participation 
• Near the outer boundaries of the district, with significant non-

district usership 
• Some language barriers with attendees 
• Lower income area with limited discretionary income 

Opportunities 

• Largest site with plenty of room to expand 
• Niche market for lower income families with young children 
• Potential to become regional park with other park amenities 

Threats 

• Pirate’s Cove nearby 
• Oldest pool in the system 
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Cook Creek  Outdoor Pool 
Location:  8711 Lone Tree Parkway 

Constructed in 2009 

 

Amenities 

• Leisure  
• Water basketball 
• Waterslide 
• Play area with interactive water features 
• 8 lane 25 yard lap pool 
• Diving board (1 meter) 
• Concession stand 
• Shade structures (6) 

Strengths 

• Newest outdoor pool in the district 
• Highest attended pool 
• Multiple pools allows for more usage 

Weaknesses 

• Can be over-crowded due to popularity 
• Limited room for expansion 
• Parking 

Opportunities 

• Increase hours of operation for programs 
• Add outdoor lighting for night swim 
• Add third pool for lessons and fitness programs 

Threats 

• Increased growth within Lone Tree area could add to over-crowding 
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Goodson Center Pool 
Location 

6315 S. University Blvd. 

Centennial 

Amenities 

• 6 25-meter, L-shaped pool 
• Tot pool 
• Hot tubs 

Strengths 

• Bundled with rec center 
• Lesson program 
• Center of district 
• Shallow area of pool 
• Masters’ team 
• Water fitness program 
• Lap swimmers 

Weaknesses 

• Lack of play amenities 
• No deep water 
• One body of water, which makes it difficult to set temps 

to meet all needs 
• Dated facility 
• Built out site 
• Mechanicals 

Opportunities 

• Adjacent recreation feature 
• Currently studying renovation options 

Threats 
• New pool in area could make location obsolete 
• Pool area may be better used for other recreation purposes 
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Douglas H. Buck Center Pool 
 Location 

2004 W. Powers Ave. 

Downtown Littleton (adjacent to rail system) 

Amenities (Indoor aquatic center)  

• Zero-depth entry leisure pool 
• 3 25-yard lap lanes 
• Therapy pool  
• Current channel 
• Outdoor hot tub 

Strengths 

• 2 pools 
• Strong senior participation and support 
• Multi-generational 
• Bundled amenities 
• Location 
• Only therapy pool available in district 

Weaknesses 

• Land locked 
• Leisure and lap pool connected, makes it difficult 

to set temperature to meet various needs 
• Noise – recreational swimmers and programs 
• Leisure components tied into lap lanes 
• Limited deck space 
• Not able to program swim team due to minimal lap lanes 

Opportunities 

• This facility is the most multi-generational and can offer unique programs and services 
• Potential to work with PT and expand aquatic therapy offerings 
• Ability to renovate current space to increase program offerings 

Threats 

• Therapy pool is popular and over crowded 
• Frustrated lap swimmers finding new centers 
• Over-crowding could turn users away 
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Lone Tree Center Pool 
Location 

10249 Ridgegate Circle 

Lone Tree Area 

Amenities (Indoor aquatic center) 

• Zero-depth entry leisure pool 
• Play features 
• 3 25-yard lap lanes 
• Waterslide 
• Hot tub 

Strengths 

• Modern pool 
• Growing area 
• Young families 
• Swim lesson program 

Weaknesses 

• Not able to program swim team due to limited lap lanes 
• Deck space 
• Reach capacity sometimes 
• One body of water that makes it difficult to set temps to 

meet all needs 

Opportunities 

• Potential to add outdoor pool 
• Rapid development in area could support future expansion 
• No school pools, could partner with schools for expansion 

Threats 

• Facility is already at capacity 
• Ridge Gate East facility could compete for certain uses 
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Area Demographics 
Factors that can influence attendance include projections for growth/decline of population, income levels, 
and age groups. Market studies are used to predict how relevant products, services, and fees are to 
residents. Given the character of the area, the existing outdoor pools, and other aquatic experiences in 
and near the community, the Consultant is of the opinion that the majority of the proposed project's 
recreation service market area will exist among people who live within the six townships/cities in the 
parks and recreation boundaries.  

A study of demographic patterns in the area is helpful in projecting usage rates. The resident market area 
has been segmented into the following zones:  

• North – Area surrounding Buck Recreation Center 
• Central – Area surrounding Goodson Recreation Center 
• South – Area surrounding Lone Tree Recreation Center 

Population 

• The central region is currently the most densely population area, with the north region 
projected to surpass it by 2020 

• The south region is the fastest growing area within the district 

Age Distribution 
• The central region has the largest population of children in market area (23,730 residents under 

age 20) 
• The south region has the largest percentage of children under 20 (28.8%) 
• The central region has the highest median age (44.3) 

Income 
• The south region has the highest per capita and median household income at $57,459 and 

$115,730 respectively 
• The north region has the lowest highest per capita and median household income at $39,070 

and $62,694 respectively 
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Community Input 
Community input included several different approaches to gathering input and working with the 
community.  Meetings were held with the public and stakeholders to gather input. In order to maximize 
meeting attendance, three separate meetings were held in three locations around the district for each 
of the community sessions.  Public meetings were held at Buck Recreation Center, Goodson Recreation 
Center, and Lone Tree Recreation Center.  Stakeholder meetings were held to solicits specific input 
about user group needs.  Stakeholder meetings included representatives from swim teams, parents of 
preschoolers/toddlers, aqua fitness participants, Masters/lap swimmers, camp and rental groups, SSPR 
aquatic staff, and schools. Additionally, a survey and Facebook poll were used to allow users an easy 
way to provide feedback 

Survey 
A survey was created to allow residents to provide feedback on the current and future South Suburban 
Parks and Recreation District aquatic system.  The survey received over 900 total responses.  The 
following highlights some of the feedback received from the online survey. 

Of the 900 responses: 

• 45% visited an indoor aquatics facility at least once a week 

• 48% visited an outdoor aquatics facility at least once a week during the operational season 

• Highest rated improvements: 

1. A facility that is open year round 
2. A facility that has locker rooms with modern amenities 
3. A pool that has easy access, with warm water 
4. A facility that offers community aquatic programs for all ages 
5. A facility that has recreation aspects like waterslides, lazy river, spray features, and 

diving boards. 

• Responses who felt the current condition of the SSPRD pools was excellent or good 

o Cook Creek: 93% 
o Lone Tree: 84% 
o Buck: 83% 
o Holly:  70% 
o Goodson: 58% 
o Ben Franklin: 48% 
o Harlow: 34% 
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Charts and Graphs 
The following charts and graphs that summarize some of the survey results were presented at the public 
meetings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public Meetings 
During the public meetings, and available on the Facebook poll, the residents of South Suburban were 
asked to rank three scenarios for replacement of the aging outdoor pools.  These scenarios included a 
one-pool, two-pool, and three-pool option.  The one-pool option proposed replacing Holly pool with a 
large regional aquatic facility and replacing both Franklin and Holly with spraygrounds.  The two-pool 
option looked at replacing both Franklin and Holly with new pools but replacing Harlow with a 
sprayground due to the limited use.  The three-pool option proposed keeping all locations open, but 
included limited amenities at each.   

The community was asked to vote on Scenario 1 (three pool option), Scenario 2 (two pool option), and 
Scenario 3 (one pool option).  The following boards were used to allow attendees to vote.  Each person 
at the meeting was asked to rank each option from 1 to 3, using color coded dots.   
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Onsite Voting Results 

The following chart shows the results of the three public meetings held at the rec centers.  
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Online Voting Results 

The following chart shows the results of the Facebook poll that was hosted on the SSPRD site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Total Voting Results 

The following chart shows the results of both the on-site and online voting.  
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The following chart breaks out the three locations for onsite meetings along with the online voting poll.  

 

 

 

The results from the polls indicate the following: 

• The Three Pool and Two Pool options were very close in the voting totals, with the One Pool 
option being the least popular. 

• Residents across SSPRD did not prefer the one-pool scenario.  They felt this limited the aquatic 
opportunities within the district and would create an un-manageable situation in the Holly 
neighborhood.   

• The Harlow area residents were not concerned with the size of the pool, but felt a small pool 
was needed in the area. 

• Franklin and Holly area users preferred larger pools to help with the current capacity limitations. 
• A hybrid of the proposed Three Pool and Two Pool option that keeps three locations but 

decreases the size of Harlow would best meet the residents’ desires. 
o Small neighborhood pool at Harlow 
o Replace Franklin with a similar size pool 
o Community pool at Holly with increased capacity  
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Recommendations and Implementation Strategy 
Municipalities are shifting emphasis from facilities designed specifically for competitive swimming to 
considering the entire community’s needs. The old theory of building a rectangular pool and expecting 
everyone to use the same pool is unrealistic for tiny tots, families, the disabled, and seniors. Often, 
multiple bodies of water are necessary to accommodate greater representation from the community, 
thus resulting in family aquatic centers with enhanced recreation facilities, wellness programming, and 
traditional swimming.  

By researching and surveying current swimming pool trends, the Consultant developed several options 
for consideration in the South Suburban Parks and Recreation Aquatic Master Plan. By studying 
utilization of the existing aquatic facilities, some features will outweigh others in participation levels 
according to area demographics. The participation levels of children, adults, families and senior citizens 
is important to the community as it plans to meet the aquatic needs of its residents now and in the 
future. For example, the leisure pool is an important feature for all age groups; the ease in which adults 
and children interact in the leisure pool with zero-beach entry sustains its recreation value for all ages. 
Pools with deeper water require children to be supervised by parents. Older adults and citizens with 
disabilities may have difficulty with accessibility to a pool without zero-beach entry. Teen markets and 
experienced swimmers will opt for deep water and diving challenges. 

The concepts developed in this Aquatic Master Plan represents a system of solutions derived from 
community input, or the “wants” of the community, balanced with the realities of public budgets and 
priority to prioritize the “needs” of South Suburban residents as it relates to aquatic facilities.  
Alternatives were evaluated on the basis of the effectiveness of response to the community’s wants and 
needs, as well as likely capital costs. With this information, three phases were created to outline the 
future aquatic system.  Phase 1 includes the immediate priority items of addressing the outdoor pools.  
Phase 2 and 3 look at future considerations to improve and enhance the overall aquatic system.  Within 
Phase 1, three levels of investment were developed for consideration.  The Minimum Option provides 
the base amenities and locations desired by the SSPRD residents, but is limited on improved recreation 
amenities and increased capacity.  The Preferred Option is able to keep the current locations and 
programs, but also adds recreational benefits with waterslides and increased shallow areas.  The 
Expanded Option includes the base amenities from the preferred option, but also expands the lap pool 
to 8 lanes at Holly for additional capacity.   

The following options are offered as pictorial representations of space required to meet the aquatic 
programming demands of the area and provide a visual understanding of each recommended option 
with the amenities illustrated in conceptual form. These graphical representations are not the actual 
facility design or what the facility, if re-built, will look like. Instead, the options serve as a description of 
space allocated for the various amenities to be included.  

Phase 1: Minimum  
The minimum scenario includes replacement of Franklin, Harlow, and Holly pools. However, due to the 
limited funds, recreational amenities were minimized, and the current lane count was not expanded to 
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increase training and lesson capacity.  This option keeps pools in all three locations, but Harlow and 
Franklin will receive smaller pools than they currently have. 

Harlow 
The Harlow pool replacement includes a shallow water 3-lane lap pool, with a small family waterslide.  
The pool also includes a crossing activity and a sprayground for the children.  The sprayground could be 
operating beyond the pool season to add an additional amenity to the Harlow park site. 

 

 
  

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 1,800 $513,000

Aquatic Facility 2,600 $908,500
Sparyground Sq. Ft. 500
  Play features Allowance 1
3 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 2,100
  Waterslide w/ Tower Allowance 1
  Crossing Activity Quantity 1

Support 7,800 $136,995
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 5,200
Fence Linear Ft. 353
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 7,800
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $156,000

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 7,800 1,864,495
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $42,900
Subtotal $1,907,395

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $95,370

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $95,370

Indirect Costs 10.0% $200,277

Total Estimated Project Costs: $2,298,411
Say $2,300,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Harlow 1
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Franklin 
The Franklin pool replacement includes a standard 6-lane lap pool with a 1-meter diving board and a 
rope swing for the children to play with.  The concept also includes a new tot pool with a ramped entry 
and spray features.  The current sprayground will remain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 1,864 $531,321

Aquatic Facility 3,915 $1,150,750
Tot Pool Sq. Ft. 715
  Play features Allowance 1
6 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 3,200
  Rope Swing Quantity 1
  Diving Board Quantity 1

Support 11,745 $189,037
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 7,830
Fence Linear Ft. 433
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 11,745
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $176,175

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 11,745 2,197,284
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $64,598
Subtotal $2,261,881

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $113,094

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $113,094

Indirect Costs 10.0% $237,498

Total Estimated Project Costs: $2,725,567
Say $2,730,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Franklin 1
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Holly 
The Holly pool replacement includes a standard 6-lane lap pool with a 1-meter diving board and a rope 
swing for the children to play with.  A separate leisure pool includes a zero depth entry and a small lazy 
river that can be used for fitness programs as well as open recreation swim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minimum Option Summary 
 

 

 

  

Option Harlow Franklin Holly Cost

Minimum

3 Lane Lap, 
waterslide, 
sprayground

6 lane lap, tot 
pool

6 lane lap, small 
leisure pool $9,370,000

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 3,048 $868,571

Aquatic Facility 6,400 $1,900,000
Leisure Pool Sq. Ft. 3,200
  River Add Cost 1
6 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 3,200
  Rope Swing Quantity 1
  Diving Board Quantity 1

Support 19,200 $285,069
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 12,800
Fence Linear Ft. 554
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 19,200
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $288,000

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 19,200 3,491,641
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $105,600
Subtotal $3,597,241

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $179,862

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $179,862

Indirect Costs 10.0% $377,710

Total Estimated Project Costs: $4,334,675
Say $4,340,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Holly 1
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Phase 1:  Preferred 
The preferred scenario includes replacement of Franklin, Harlow, and Holly pools, but adds additional 
recreation amenities compared to the $9 million scenario.  The current lane count was still not expanded 
to increase training and lesson capacity, but Franklin pool is expanded to match the current size. 

 

Harlow 
The Harlow pool replacement includes a shallow water 3-lane lap pool, with a small family waterslide.  
The pool also includes a crossing activity and a sprayground for the children.  The sprayground could be 
operating beyond the pool season to add an additional amenity to the Harlow park site.  

 

 

 

 

  

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 1,800 $513,000

Aquatic Facility 2,600 $908,500
Sparyground Sq. Ft. 500
  Play features Allowance 1
3 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 2,100
  Waterslide w/ Tower Allowance 1
  Crossing Activity Quantity 1

Support 7,800 $136,995
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 5,200
Fence Linear Ft. 353
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 7,800
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $156,000

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 7,800 1,864,495
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $42,900
Subtotal $1,907,395

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $95,370

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $95,370

Indirect Costs 10.0% $200,277

Total Estimated Project Costs: $2,298,411
Say $2,300,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Harlow 2
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Franklin 
The Franklin pool replacement includes a “L-shaped” 6-lane lap pool with a diving board and rope swing.  
The L shape allows for more intermediate shallow water that can be used for lesson programming and 
open recreational swim.  The concept also includes a new tot pool with a ramped entry and spray 
features and a separate run-out waterslide.  The current sprayground will remain.  

 

 

  

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 2,388 $680,607

Aquatic Facility 5,015 $1,649,250
Tot Pool Sq. Ft. 715
  Play features Allowance 1
6 Lane "L Shaped" Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 4,300
  Rope Swing Quantity 1
  Diving Board Quantity 1
Waterslide Quantity 1

Support 15,045 $231,822
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 10,030
Fence Linear Ft. 491
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 15,045
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $225,675

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 15,045 2,937,355
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $82,748
Subtotal $3,020,102

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $151,005

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $151,005

Indirect Costs 10.0% $317,111

Total Estimated Project Costs: $3,639,223
Say $3,640,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Franklin 2
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Holly 
The Holly pool replacement includes a standard 6-lane lap pool with a 1-meter diving board and a rope 
swing for the children to play with.  A separate leisure pool includes a zero depth entry and a small lazy 
river that can be used for fitness programs as well as open recreation swim.  The concept also includes a 
run-out family waterslide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preferred Option Summary 
 

 

Option Harlow Franklin Holly Cost

Preferred

3 Lane Lap, 
waterslide, 
sprayground

6 lane L-shape 
pool, tot pool, 
waterslide

6 lane lap, small 
leisure pool, 
waterslide $10,500,000

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 3,048 $868,571

Aquatic Facility 6,400 $2,085,000
Leisure Pool Sq. Ft. 3,200
  River Add Cost 1
6 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 3,200
  Rope Swing Quantity 1
  Diving Board Quantity 1
Waterslide Quantity 1

Support 19,200 $285,069
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 12,800
Fence Linear Ft. 554
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 19,200
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $288,000

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 19,200 3,676,641
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $105,600
Subtotal $3,782,241

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $189,112

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $189,112

Indirect Costs 10.0% $397,135

Total Estimated Project Costs: $4,557,600
Say $4,560,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Holly 2
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Phase 1: Expanded 
The expanded scenario includes replacement of Franklin, Harlow, and Holly pools, and includes expanding 
Holly pool to an 8-lane lap pool.  The scenario meets all of the needs and desires of the community as 
shared during the public input meetings. 

 

Harlow 
The Harlow pool replacement includes a shallow water 3-lane lap pool, with a small family waterslide.  
The pool also includes a crossing activity and a sprayground for the children.  The sprayground could be 
operating beyond the pool season to add an additional amenity to the Harlow park site. 

 

  

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 1,800 $513,000

Aquatic Facility 2,600 $908,500
Sparyground Sq. Ft. 500
  Play features Allowance 1
3 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 2,100
  Waterslide w/ Tower Allowance 1
  Crossing Activity Quantity 1

Support 7,800 $136,995
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 5,200
Fence Linear Ft. 353
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 7,800
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $156,000

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 7,800 1,864,495
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $42,900
Subtotal $1,907,395

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $95,370

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $95,370

Indirect Costs 10.0% $200,277

Total Estimated Project Costs: $2,298,411
Say $2,300,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Harlow 3
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Franklin 
The Franklin pool replacement includes a “L-shaped” 6-lane lap pool with a diving board and rope swing.  
The L shape allows for more intermediate shallow water that can be used for lesson programming and 
open recreational swim.  The concept also includes a new tot pool with a ramped entry and spray 
features and a separate run-out waterslide.  The current sprayground will remain. 

 

 

  

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 2,388 $680,607

Aquatic Facility 5,015 $1,649,250
Tot Pool Sq. Ft. 715
  Play features Allowance 1
6 Lane "L Shaped" Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 4,300
  Rope Swing Quantity 1
  Diving Board Quantity 1
Waterslide Quantity 1

Support 15,045 $231,822
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 10,030
Fence Linear Ft. 491
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 15,045
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $225,675

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 15,045 2,937,355
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $82,748
Subtotal $3,020,102

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $151,005

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $151,005

Indirect Costs 10.0% $317,111

Total Estimated Project Costs: $3,639,223
Say $3,640,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Franklin 3
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Holly 
In the expanded scenario, the Holly pool replacement includes a larger 8-lane lap pool with a 1-meter 
diving board and a rope swing for the children to play with.  A separate leisure pool includes a zero 
depth entry and a small lazy river that can be used for fitness programs as well as open recreation swim.  
The concept also includes a run-out family waterslide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expanded Option Summary 
 

 

 

Option Harlow Franklin Holly Cost

Expanded

3 Lane Lap, 
waterslide, 
sprayground

6 lane L-shape 
pool, tot pool, 
waterslide

8 lane lap, small 
leisure pool, 
waterslide $11,130,000

Description Unit Amount Opinion of Cost

Demolition Allowance 1 $150,000

Bathhouse 3,524 $1,004,286

Aquatic Facility 7,400 $2,370,000
Leisure Pool Sq. Ft. 3,200
  River Add Cost 1
8 Lane Lap Pool Sq. Ft. 4,200
  Rope Swing Quantity 1
  Diving Board Quantity 1
Waterslide Quantity 1

Support 22,200 $323,199
Outdoor Deck Sq. Ft. 14,800
Fence Linear Ft. 596
Overhead Lighting Sq. Ft. 22,200
Shade Structures Quantity 3

Unit Sq. Ft. Opinion of Cost

Site Construction Costs (landscaping, drainage, walks) $333,000

Total Construction Costs Sq. Ft. 22,200 4,180,485
.

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment $122,100
Subtotal $4,302,585

Preliminary Design Contingency 5.0% $215,129

Inflation (1 Year) 5.0% $215,129

Indirect Costs 10.0% $451,771

Total Estimated Project Costs: $5,184,615
Say $5,190,000

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST: Holly 3
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Phase 1 Option Summary 
The following chart shows a comparison of the three options, along with their associated costs: 

 

Note:  All options include new bathhouse, decking, overhead lights, fencing, and parking lot 
improvements   

Option Harlow Franklin Holly Cost

Minimum

3 Lane Lap, 
waterslide, 
sprayground

6 lane lap, tot 
pool

6 lane lap, small 
leisure pool $9,370,000

Preferred

3 Lane Lap, 
waterslide, 
sprayground

6 lane L-shape 
pool, tot pool, 
waterslide

6 lane lap, small 
leisure pool, 
waterslide $10,500,000

Expanded

3 Lane Lap, 
waterslide, 
sprayground

6 lane L-shape 
pool, tot pool, 
waterslide

8 lane lap, small 
leisure pool, 
waterslide $11,130,000
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Phase 2: Future Considerations 
Phase 2 includes items that were a top priority to the community, and identified as needs, but were not 
included within the available funding.  It is recommended that these items be further evaluated and 
considered for future capital projects. 

 

Cook Creek 
Cook Creek is South Suburban’s newest and most popular pool.   With an 8-lane lap pool and a separate 
multi-use leisure pool, the facility’s only downside it’s the limited space available for the numerous user 
groups.  A renovation and expansion to add shade structures, night lighting, and a new 4-lane teaching 
and programming pool will help maximize the pools usage.  The renovation could cost between $2.5-$3 
million. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Central Region Aquatic Complex  
The current Goodson pool is well used, but is land-locked within the current rec center.  This limits the 
opportunity for expansion.  With a new site, dedicated to an aquatic center, a complete aquatic complex 
could be built to serve all of the needs for the central areas aquatic services.  The new facility could offer 
a 25-yard by 25-meter main pool with deep water for lifeguard training and other deep-water programs, 
separate therapy pool and a separate warm-water activity pool with waterslides and play amenities.  
This facility could cost between $15-$20 million.   
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Ridge Gate East 
With the recent acquisition of the Ridge Gate East property, a new aquatic center will be needed to 
serve this new area of the district.  With the high school being a potential user, the need for more 
indoor training lanes, and considering the current Lone Tree Rec Center Pool, a new training facility 
would serve this area well.  The new pool would include a 25 yard by 25 meter main pool with a 
separate warm water teaching pool.  This new facility would cost between $12-$15 million. 
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Phase 3: Future System Enhancements 
Phase 3 of the aquatic master plan includes items that are considered “nice to have”.  They were not 
identified as immediate needs, but would enhance the overall aquatic system if money were available.   

Lone Tree Rec Center 
The original Lone Tree concept included an indoor lap pool expansion.  With the recommendation to 
include a lap pool during phase 2 in the Ridge Gate East area, a second lap pool is not needed in this 
area.  So, to enhance the family friendly environment offered at the Lone Tree Rec Center, a new 
outdoor multi-use family pool is recommended.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buck  
One of the challenges users currently face with the Buck Recreation Center, is the combination of so 
many activities within one pool.  The lap lanes are kept warm and have a current, because they are 
attached to the shallow water recreation area.  The current pool could be renovated to separate the lap 
pool and offer three sperate pools.  This renovation would not change the current therapy pool. 
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Next Steps  
South Suburban intends to begin construction on two if not all three sites, dependent on direction 
provided.  The district will release a design-build RFP for the replacement of Harlow, Holly, and Franklin 
pools.  The selected team will help determine the best approach for maximizing value and ensuring a 
timely completion.  The goal is to begin demolition of phase 1 in July/August of 2019 with plans to open 
for summer 2020. If needed, the third site would be demolished in July/August 2020 with plans to open 
for summer 2021.  The goal is to keep the pools open and operational for most of the 2019 season and 
be ready to open by the start of the 2020 season. 

To begin construction at this time, staff and consultants anticipate the following timeline: 

• November 2018:  Decision and approval from board on project scope. 
• December 2018:  Project out to bid. 
• March 2019:  Under contract. 
• July 2019: Begin demolition. 
• August 2019: Begin construction. 
• May 2020: Substantial construction complete. 
• June 2020: New pools open to public. 

After completion of Phase one.  It is recommended to begin looking at sources of funding for Phase 2 
and Phase 3 of the Aquatic Master Plan.  Further studies and evaluations will need to be completed 
before a budget can be established. 
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Appendix A: Audit Report 
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Appendix B: South Suburban Aquatics Master Plan Survey 
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